Lumen® Hyper WAN

SM

Purchase your next business network in minutes.

Businesses today require flexible, high-performance network connections that
scale to meet critical application demands.
Lumen Hyper WAN provides two networks for one monthly service rate
delivered by architecture that is easy to set up, maintain and scale. The
online digital buying experience lets you design, price and purchase a mix of
dedicated internet and MPLS IP VPN in as little as ten minutes per location and
get your network up and running fast with automated service delivery.

Flexible, reliable connections
For each of your locations, choose
symmetrical bandwidth speeds for a custom
mix of high-performance dedicated internet
and secure MPLS IP VPN.

Depending on your location and service
configuration, Lumen Hyper WAN is
designed to provide up to 80% faster
service delivery times.

Streamlined design and pricing
Get public and private networks for one
low monthly service rate that includes
location preparation and two built-in
firewalls for secure outbound internet
traffic from IP VPN-connected locations.

Simple self-service
Use our intuitive digital experience to
design, price, purchase and configure your
Lumen networking services. Easily monitor
performance and change features and
services as needed.

Common Use Cases
•

Business locations that require continual access to high-performing cloud-based applications

•

Business locations that frequently access compliant customer information and require
consistent availability

•

Growing businesses that need to simplify and accelerate the addition of business locations,
bandwidth and services

Features and Specs

Two networks for one monthly rate

As the digital economy grows, businesses need a network
that is easy to add, scale and change using a flexible
online experience. Lumen Hyper WAN is simple to design,
price and purchase in minutes with the tools to configure
your service without leaving our online digital experience.
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Dedicated internet and MPLS IP VPN:
•

Design, price and purchase via lumen.com or the
Control Center portal

•

Automated provisioning and centralized portal
management with online status updates, notifications
and ticketing

•

Flat monthly service rate

•

Universal service port currently supports Ethernet
access with copper or fiber handoff

•

Network performance metrics with SLAs for network
availability, packet delivery and round-trip latency

•

On-net and off-net Ethernet access only

•

Choice of static or dynamic BGP routing

•

Choice of IPv4 and IPv4/IPv6 addressing

•

Symmetrical bandwidth options – 50 Mbps, 100 Mbps,
1 Gbps and 3 Gbps

•

Included building extension service*
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Lumen MPLS IP VPN only:
•

Secure outbound internet traffic via two included
managed network firewalls with the ability to add more

•

A Class-of-Service (CoS) template supporting up to six
application levels

*Building prep for services such as site survey, equipment and wiring
included up to $5,000.
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Why Lumen?
Lumen operates one of the most highly peered global
IP networks, delivering deep metro area access and
connectivity to over 2,200 public and private data centers.
We also deliver a network experience that is easy to set
up, simple to purchase and fast to install—all supported
on secure, stable architecture designed to connect digital
businesses.
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